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A new wave of intelligent bots, armed with machine manuals and real-time machine data, is poised 
to revolutionize the troubleshooting process. 

As technology continues to advance, organizations must embrace these innovative solutions to stay 
competitive in a rapidly evolving landscape. The shift from traditional case management tools to 
intelligent bots signifies a paradigm change in how technical support is delivered, o�ering faster, 
more adaptable, and cost-e�ective solutions to the complex challenges of modern technology.

Waylay introduces a groundbreaking approach to deploying Intelligent Bots (iBots), setting them 
apart by their independence from a singular foundational model and the absence of reliance on 
specific customer data. These iBots underwent training using test results from automation graphs, 
guided by a 'highest probability' rationale for outcome detection.
This innovative methodology forms the foundation of our training set, drawing e�icacy from its 
exceptional explainability and logical model abstractions inherent in the Waylay Rules Engine.
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Fraud Prevention:                            
Bots can analyze transaction data 
and customer behavior to detect 
unusual patterns indicative of fraud. 
This proactive approach helps 
�nancial institutions prevent 
fraudulent activities and protect their 
customers.
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Predictive Maintenance:    
Intelligent bots can analyze  
real-time machine data to predict 
equipment failures and recommend 
preventive maintenance. This leads 
to reduced downtime, increased 
productivity, and cost savings.
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Compliance Monitoring:               
Bots can continuously monitor 
�nancial transactions for compliance 
with regulatory requirements. This 
ensures that �nancial institutions 
adhere to industry standards and 
avoid potential legal issues.

Customer Support:                               
Intelligent bots can provide  
immediate troubleshooting 
assistance to telecom customers, 
resolving common issues without the 
need for human intervention. This 
contributes to a better customer 
experience and faster problem 
resolution.
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Quality Control:                                
Bots can enhance quality control 
processes by continuously monitor-
ing production data and identifying 
deviations from set standards. This 
ensures that defects are detected 
and recti�ed promptly, improving 
overall product quality.

Waylay Intelligent Bots

Remote Diagnostics:                           
Intelligent bots can remotely 
diagnose equipment issues by 
analyzing real-time data from �eld 
devices. This reduces the need for 
on-site visits, saving time and 
resources in �eld operations.
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Network Optimization:                         
Bots can analyze real-time data from 
telecom networks to identify and 
address issues such as network 
congestion, downtime, or performance 
degradation. This leads to improved 
network e�ciency and enhanced 
service quality.
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